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Figure 1: Our model consumes a collection of calibrated images of a scene from multiple views and produces depth maps
for every such view. We show that this depth prediction model can be trained in an unsupervised manner using our robust
photo consistency loss. The predicted depth maps are then fused together into a consistent 3D reconstruction which closely
resembles and often improves upon the sensor scanned model. Left to Right: Input images, predicted depth maps, our fused
3D reconstruction, ground truth 3D scan.
Abstract
We present a learning based approach for multi-view
stereopsis (MVS). While current deep MVS methods achieve
impressive results, they crucially rely on ground-truth 3D
training data, and acquisition of such precise 3D geome-
try for supervision is a major hurdle. Our framework in-
stead leverages photometric consistency between multiple
views as supervisory signal for learning depth prediction
in a wide baseline MVS setup. However, naively applying
photo consistency constraints is undesirable due to occlu-
sion and lighting changes across views. To overcome this,
we propose a robust loss formulation that: a) enforces first
order consistency and b) for each point, selectively enforces
consistency with some views, thus implicitly handling occlu-
sions. We demonstrate our ability to learn MVS without 3D
supervision using a real dataset, and show that each com-
ponent of our proposed robust loss results in a significant
improvement. We qualitatively observe that our reconstruc-
tions are often more complete than the acquired ground
truth, further showing the merits of this approach. Lastly,
our learned model generalizes to novel settings, and our ap-
proach allows adaptation of existing CNNs to datasets with-
out ground-truth 3D by unsupervised finetuning. Project
webpage: https://tejaskhot.github.io/unsup mvs.
1. Introduction
Recovering the dense 3D structure of a scene from its
images has been a long-standing goal in computer vision.
Several approaches over the years have tackled this multi-
view stereopsis (MVS) task by leveraging the underlying
geometric and photometric constraints – a point in one im-
age projects on to another along the epipolar line, and the
correct match is photometrically consistent. While oper-
ationalizing this insight has led to remarkable successes,
these purely geometry based methods reason about each
scene independently, and are unable to implicitly capture
and leverage generic priors about the world e.g. surfaces
tend to be flat, and therefore sometimes perform poorly
when signal is sparse e.g. textureless surfaces.
To overcome these limitations, an emergent line of work
has focused on learning based solutions for the MVS task,
typically training CNNs to extract and incorporate informa-
tion across views. While these methods yield impressive
performance, they crucially rely on ground-truth 3D data
∗ The first two authors procrastinated equally on this work.
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during the learning phase. We argue that this form of su-
pervision is too onerous, is not naturally available, and it is
therefore of both practical and scientific interest to pursue
solutions that do not rely on such 3D supervision.
We build upon these recent learning-based MVS ap-
proaches that present CNN architectures with geometric in-
ductive biases, but with salient differences in the form of
supervision used to train these CNNs. Instead of relying
on ground-truth 3D supervision, we present a framework
for learning multi-view stereopsis in an unsupervised man-
ner, relying only on a training dataset of multi-view images.
Our insight that enables the use of this form of supervision
is akin to the one used in classical methods – that the correct
geometry would yield photometrically consistent reprojec-
tions, and we can therefore train our CNN by minimizing
the reprojection error.
While similar reprojection losses have been successfully
used by recent approaches for other tasks e.g. monocular
depth estimation, we note that naively applying them for
learning MVS is not sufficient. This is because different
available images may capture different visible aspects of
the scene. A particular point (pixel) therefore need not be
photometrically consistent with all other views, but rather
only those where it is not occluded. Reasoning about oc-
clusion explicitly to recover geometry, however, presents
a chicken-and-egg problem, as estimates of occlusion de-
pend on geometry and vice-versa. To circumvent this, we
note that while a correct estimate of geometry need not im-
ply photometric consistency with all views, it should imply
consistency with at least some views. Further, the light-
ing changes across views in an MVS setup are also signif-
icant, thereby making enforcing consistency only in pixel
space undesirable, and our insight is to additionally enforce
gradient-based consistency. We present a robust reprojec-
tion loss that enables us to capture these two insights, and
allow learning MVS with the desired form of supervision.
Our simple, intuitive formulation allows handling occlu-
sions without ever explicitly modeling them. Our setup and
sample outputs are depicted in Figure 1. Our model, trained
without 3D supervision, takes a collection of images as in-
put and predicts per-image depth maps, which are then com-
bined to obtain a dense 3D model.
In summary, our key contributions are:
• A framework to learn multi-view stereopsis in an unsu-
pervised manner, using only images from novel views
as supervisory signal.
• A robust multi-view photometric consistency loss for
learning unsupervised depth prediction that allows im-
plicitly overcoming lighting changes and occlusion
across training views.
2. Related Work
Multi-view Stereo Reconstruction. There is a long and
rich history of work on MVS. We only discuss represen-
tative works here and refer the interested readers to [31, 4]
for excellent surveys. There are four main stages in an MVS
pipeline: view selection, propagation scheme, patch match-
ing and depth map fusion. Schemes for aggregating mul-
tiple views for each pixel have been studied in [20, 6, 41,
10, 28, 20], and our formulation can be seen as integrat-
ing some of these ideas via a loss function during training.
The seminal work of PatchMatch[3] based stereo match-
ing replaced the classical seed-and-expand[5, 10] propaga-
tion schemes. PatchMatch has since been used for multi-
view stereo[41, 6, 28] in combination with iterative evi-
dence propagation schemes, estimation of depth and nor-
mals. Depth map fusion[32, 28, 17, 14, 37] combines in-
dividual depth maps into a single point cloud while ensur-
ing the resulting points are consistent among multiple views
and incorrect estimates are removed. Depth representations
continue to dominate MVS benchmarks [1, 29] and meth-
ods seeking depth images as output thus decouple the MVS
problem into more tractable pieces.
Learning based MVS. The robustness of features learned
using CNNs makes them a natural fit for the third step
of MVS: matching image patches. CNN features have
been used for stereo matching [12, 38] while simultane-
ously using metric learning to define the notion of sim-
ilarity [11]. These approaches require a series of post-
processing steps [13] to finally produce pairwise disparity
maps. There are relatively fewer works that focus on learn-
ing all steps of the MVS pipeline. Volumetric represen-
tations encode surface visibility from different views nat-
urally which has been demonstrated in [19, 21]. These
methods suffer from the common drawbacks of this choice
of representation making it unclear how they can be scaled
to more diverse and large-scale scenes. In [22], a cost
volume is created using CNN features and disparity val-
ues are obtained by regression using a differentiable soft
argmin operation. Combining the merits of above meth-
ods and borrowing insights from classical approaches, re-
cent works [36, 15, 34] produce depth images for multiple
views and fuse them to obtain a 3D reconstruction. Cru-
cially, all of the above methods have relied on access to 3D
supervision and our work relaxes this requirement.
Unsupervised depth estimation. With a similar motivation
of reducing the requirement of supervision, several recent
monocular [9, 7, 26] or binocular stereo based [42] depth
prediction methods have leveraged photometric consistency
losses. As supervision signal, these rely on images from
stereo pairs [9, 7, 26] or monocular videos [35, 43] dur-
ing training. As means for visibility reasoning, the network
is made to predict an explainability [43], invalidation [40]
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mask or by incorporating a probabilistic model of obser-
vation confidence [24]. These methods operate on a nar-
row baseline setup with limited visual variations between
frames used during training, and therefore do not suffer sig-
nificantly due to occlusions and lighting changes. As we
aim to leverage photometric losses for learning in an MVS
setup, we require a robust formulation that can handle these
challenges.
3. Approach
The goal in the MVS setup is to reconstruct the dense
3D structure of a scene given a set of input images, where
the associated intrinsics and extrinsics for these views are
known – these parameters can typically be estimated via a
preceding Structure-from-Motion (Sfm) step. While there
are several formulations of the MVS problem focused on
different 3D representations [21, 4, 5], we focus here on
depth-based MVS setup. We therefore infer the per-pixel
depth map associated with each input, and the dense 3D
scene is then obtained via back-projecting these depth maps
into a combined point cloud.
We leverage a learning based system for the step of pre-
dicting a depth map, and learn a CNN that takes as input
an image with associated neighboring views, and predicts a
per-pixel depth map for the central image. Unlike previous
learning based MVS methods which also adopt a similar
methodology, we only rely on the available multi-view im-
ages as supervisory signal, but do not require a ground-truth
3D scene. Towards leveraging this supervision, we build
upon insights from classical methods, and note that the ac-
curate geometry prediction for a point (image pixel) should
yield photometrically consistent predictions when projected
onto other views. We operationalize this insight and use a
photometric consistency loss to train our depth prediction
CNN, penalizing discrepancy between pixel intensities in
original and available novel views. However, we note that
the assumption of photometric consistency is not always
true. The same point is not necessarily visible across all
views. Additionally, lighting changes across views would
lead to further discrepancy between pixel intensities. To
account for possible lighting changes, we add a first-order
consistency term in the photometric loss and therefore also
ensure that gradients match in addition to intensities. We
then implicitly deal with possible occlusions by proposing a
robust photometric loss, which enforces that a point should
be consistent with some, but not necessarily all views.
We describe the architecture of the CNN used to infer
depth in Section 3.1, and present in Section 3.2 the vanilla
version of photometric loss that can be used to learn this
CNN in an unsupervised manner. We then present our ro-
bust photometric loss in Section 3.3, and describe the over-
all learning setup, additional priors and implementation de-
tails in Section 3.4. While we primarily focus on the learn-
Figure 2: Overview of our network. We take as input N
images of a scene. Image features are generated using a
CNN. Using differentiable homography, a cost volume is
constructed by warping image features over a range of depth
values. The cost volume is then refined using a 3D U-Net
style CNN. The final output is a depth map at a downsized
resolution. Details of the network architecture can be found
in the supplemental.
ing of the depth prediction CNN in this section, we briefly
summarize how the learned CNN is integrated in a standard
MVS setup at inference in Section 3.5.
3.1. Network architecture
The unsupervised learning framework we propose is ag-
nostic to network architecture. Here, we adopt the model
proposed in [36] as a representative network architecture
while noting that similar architectures have also been pro-
posed in [15, 34]. The network takes as input N images,
extracts features using a CNN, creates a plane-sweep based
cost volume and infers a depth map for every reference im-
age. A sketch of the architecture is given in Figure 2. The
emphasis of our work is on a way to train such CNNs in
an unsupervised manner using a robust photometric loss, as
described in the following sections.
3.2. Learning via Photometric Consistency
We now describe how our depth prediction network can
be trained effectively without requiring ground truth depth
maps. The central idea is to use a warping-based view syn-
thesis loss, that has been quite effective in the stereo and
monocular depth prediction tasks [43, 27] though hasn’t
been explored for unstructured multi-view scenarios. Given
an input image Is, and additional neighboring views, our
CNN outputs a depth map Ds. During training, we also
have access to M additional novel views of the same scene
{Imv }, and use these to supervise the predicted depth Ds.
For a particular pair of views (Is, Imv ) with associated
intrinsic/relative extrinsic (K,T ) parameters, the predicted
depth map Ds allows us to “inverse-warp” the novel view
to the source frame using a spatial transformer network [16]
followed by differentiable bilinear sampling to yield Iˆis. For
a pixel u in the source image Is, we can obtain its coordinate
3
Figure 3: For a set of images of a scene, a given point in a
source image may not be visible across all other views.
in the novel view with the warp:
uˆ = K T (Ds(u) ·K−1 u) (1)
The warped image can then be obtained by bilinear sam-
pling from the novel view image around the warped coordi-
nates:
Iˆms (u) = I
m
v (uˆ) (2)
Alongside the warped image, a binary validity mask V ms
is also generated, indicating “valid” pixels in the synthe-
sized view as some pixels project outside the image bound-
aries in the novel view. As previously done in context of
learning monocular depth estimation [43], we can then
formulate a photo-consistency objective specifying that the
warped image should match the source image. In our sce-
nario of a multi-view system, this can naively be extended
to an inverse-warping of all M novel views to the reference
view, with the loss being:
Lphoto =
M∑
m
||(Is − Iˆms ) V ms || (3)
This loss allows us to learn a depth prediction CNN with-
out ground-truth 3D, but there are several issues with this
formulation e.g. inability to account for occlusion and light-
ing changes. While similar re-projection losses have been
successfully used in datasets like KITTI[8] for monocular
or stereo reconstruction, there is minimal disocclusion and
lighting change across views in these datasets. However in
MVS datasets, self-occlusion, reflection and shadows are a
much bigger concern . We therefore extend this photomet-
ric loss and propose a more robust formulation appropriate
for our setup.
3.3. Robust Photometric Consistency for MVS
Our proposed robust photometric loss formulation is
based on two simple observations – image gradients are
more invariant to lighting changes than intensities, and that
a point need only be photometrically consistent with some
(and not all) novel views.
Figure 4: Visualization of the robust pixel-wise aggregation
loss used for training. The predicted depth map from the
network, along with the reference image are used to warp
and calculate a loss map for each ofM non-reference neigh-
boring views, as given in eqn 4. These M loss maps are
then concatenated into a volume of dimensionH×W ×M ,
where H and W are the image dimensions. This volume is
used to perform a pixel-wise selection to pick the K “best”
(lowest loss) values, along the 3rd dimension of the volume
(i.e. over the M loss maps), using which we take the mean
to compute our robust photometric loss.
The first modification we make in fact leverages insights
developed over many years of MVS research [6], where
a number of conventional approaches have found that a
matching cost based on both the absolute image intensity
and the difference of image gradients works much better
than just the former. We also found that due to the large
variations in pixel intensities between images, it is impor-
tant to take a huber loss for the absolute image difference
term. The inverse-warping based photometric loss of eqn 3
is therefore modified to reflect this:
Lphoto =
M∑
m=1
||(Is− Iˆs)V ms ||+ ||(∇Is−∇Iˆms )V ms ||
(4)
We refer to this as a first-order consistency loss.
We next address the issues raised by occlusion of the
3D structure in the different images. The loss formula-
tions discussed above enforce that each pixel in the source
image should be photometrically consistent with all other
views. As shown in Fig 3, this is undesirable as a particu-
lar point may only be visible in a subset of novel views due
to occlusion. Our key insight is to enforce per-pixel photo-
consistency with only top-K (out of M ) views. Let Lm(u)
denote the first-order consistency loss for a particular pixel
u w.r.t a novel view Iim. Our final robust photometric loss
can be formulated as:
Lphoto =
∑
u
min
m1,···mK
mi 6=mj
V
mk
s (u)>0
∑
mk
Lmk(u) (5)
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The above equation simply states that for each pixel u,
among the views where the pixel projection is valid, we
compute a loss using the best K disjoint views. An illustra-
tion of this is shown in Fig 4. To implement this robust pho-
tometric loss, we inverse-warp the M novel-view images to
the reference image and compute a per-pixel first order con-
sistency “loss-map”. All M loss-maps are then stacked up
into a 3D loss volume of dimensionsW ×H×M . For each
pixel, we find theK least value entries with valid mask, and
sum them to obtain a pixel-level consistency loss.
3.4. Learning Setup and Implementation Details
During training, the input to our depth prediction net-
work comprises of a source image and N = 2 additional
views. However, we enforce the photometric consistency
using a larger set of views (M = 6,K = 3). This allows
us to extract supervisory signal from a larger set of images,
while only requiring a smaller set at inference.
In addition to the robust photometric losses above, we
add structured similarity (LSSIM ) and depth smoothness
(LSmooth) objectives suggested by [27] for monocular
depth prediction task. The smoothness loss enforces an
edge-dependent smoothness prior on the predicted disparity
maps. The SSIM loss is a higher order reconstruction loss
on the warped images, but as it is based on larger image
patches, we do not apply our pixel-wise selection approach
for the robust photometric loss here. Instead, the two neigh-
boring views with the highest view selection score are used
to calculate SSIM loss. We describe the formulation in more
detail in the appendix.
Our final end-to-end unsupervised learning objective is a
weighted combination of the losses described previously:
L =
∑
αLphoto + βLSSIM + γLSmooth (6)
For all our experiments, we use α = 0.8 , β = 0.2 and
γ = 0.0067. The network is trained with ADAM[23] opti-
mizer, learning rate of 0.001 and a 1st moment decay factor
of 0.95. We use Tensorflow [2] to implement our learning
pipeline. As also noted by [36], the high GPU memory re-
quirements of the network imply that it is efficient to use a
smaller image resolution and coarser depth steps at training,
while a higher setting can be used for evaluation. We note
the image resolutions used in the Experiments section.
3.5. Inference using Learned Depth Prediction
At test time, we take a set of images of a 3D scene, and
predict the depth map of each image through our network.
This is done by passing one reference image and 2 neigh-
boring images through the network, which are chosen on
the basis of the camera baselines or a view selection score
if available. The set of depth images are then fused to form
the point cloud. We use Fusibile [6], an open source utility,
for the point cloud fusion.
4. Experiments
We now describe the evaluation of our proposed models.
The primary dataset of evaluation is the DTU MVS dataset
[18]. In section 4.1 we describe the DTU dataset and our
training and evaluation setup, and discuss our results, qual-
itatively and quantatively. Next, we perform rigorous abla-
tion studies on the effects of various components of the ro-
bust loss function we propose (Section 4.2). We also show
in Section 4.3 that our method can allow us to adapt pre-
trained models to datasets without using ground-truth, by
finetuning using our robust photometric consistency loss.
Lastly, we demonstrate the generalization of our model to
another dataset without finetuning (Section 4.4).
4.1. Benchmarking on DTU
The DTU MVS dataset contains scans of 124 different
scenes with 3D structure and high-resolution RGB images
captured using a robotic arm. For each scene, there are 49
images whose camera poses are known with high accuracy.
We use the same train-val-test split as used in SurfaceNet
[19] and MVSNet [36].
As in MVSNet, for a given reference image of one scan,
its neighboring images for input to the network (N) are se-
lected using a view-selection score [39], which uses the
sparse point cloud and camera baselines to pick the most
suitable neighboring views for a given reference view. We
similarly use neighboring M views during training for self-
supervision with the top-K loss.
4.1.1 Training setup
For training, we scale the DTU images to 640x512 resolu-
tion. All of our networks are trained with N = 3, such that
during each iteration, one reference view and 2 novel views
are used for predicting a depth map. For our top-K aggre-
gation based robust photometric loss, we use M = 6 and
K = 3. Thus, 6 neighboring views are used to calculate
the photometric loss volume, and per pixel the best 3 are
selected. We later discuss the effect of varying K.
For evaluation on the test set, depth maps are gener-
ated at image resolution 640x512. The dmin and dmax for
the plane sweep volume generation in the network is set to
425mm and 935mm respectively.
4.1.2 Results on DTU
We evaluate our models on the test split of the DTU
dataset[18] using the officially prescribed metrics:
• Accuracy : The mean distance of the reconstructed
points from the ground truth.
• Completion : The mean distance of the ground truth
points to the reconstruction.
• Overall : the mean of accuracy and completion.
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Table 1: Quantitative results on DTU’s evaluation set [1]. We evaluate two classical MVS methods (top), two learning
based MVS methods (bottom) and three unsupervised methods (naive photometric baseline and two variants of our robust
formulation) using both the distance metric [1] (lower is better), and the percentage metric [25] (higher is better) with
respectively 1mm, 2mm and 3mm thresholds
Mean Distance (mm) Percentage (<1mm) Percentage (<2mm) Percentage (<3mm)
Acc. Comp. overall Acc. Comp. f-score Acc. Comp. f-score Acc. Comp. f-score
Furu [5] 0.612 0.939 0.775 69.37 57.97 63.16 77.30 64.06 70.06 79.77 66.27 72.40
Tola [33] 0.343 1.190 0.766 88.96 53.88 67.12 92.35 60.01 72.75 93.46 62.29 74.76
Photometric 1.565 1.378 1.472 46.90 42.16 44.40 71.68 55.90 62.82 81.92 60.56 69.64
Ours (Photometric+G) 1.069 1.020 1.045 55.98 45.24 50.04 81.11 60.70 69.43 87.03 64.36 74.00
Ours (Robust: G + top-K) 0.881 1.073 0.977 61.54 44.98 51.98 85.15 61.08 71.13 89.47 64.26 74.80
SurfaceNet[19] 0.450 1.043 0.746 75.73 59.09 66.38 79.44 63.87 70.81 80.50 66.54 72.86
MVSNet[36] 0.444 0.741 0.592 82.93 62.71 71.42 88.58 68.70 77.38 89.85 70.11 78.76
Figure 5: Left to right: a) Ground truth 3D scan, b) result with baseline photo-loss, c) result with robust photo-loss, d) result
using a supervised approach (MVSNet [36]), e-g) corresponding error maps. For the error maps, points marked blue/green
are masked out in evaluation. Magnitude of error is represented by variation from white-red in increasing order. Note how
our method reconstructs areas not captured by the ground truth scan- doors and walls for the building in last row, complete
face of statue in third row. Best viewed in color.
Additionally, we report the percentage metric and f-score
(which measures the overall accuracy and completeness of
the point cloud) as used in the Tanks and Temples bench-
mark [25].
We quantitatively evaluate three unsupervised models,
namely:
• Photometric: This model uses a combination of the
naive photometric image reconstruction loss as in
Equation 3, along with SSIM and Smooth loss.
• Photometric + first order loss: We replace the naive
photometric loss with our proposed first order gradi-
ent consistency loss of Equation 4, which makes the
6
Figure 6: Frequency with which pix-
els from differently ranked images are
picked as valid contributors to the top-
K photo-loss. The input images are
ranked based on the view selection
scores as detailed in Section 4.1.1.
Figure 7: Comparison of different mod-
els on the DTU’s evaluation set [1] us-
ing the F-score metric proposed in [25].
We see that our model trained with ro-
bust loss consistently outperforms the
baseline and several classical methods.
Figure 8: An example of how our pro-
posed technique improves complete-
ness over other methods in low-texture
regions. Our result is a smooth dense
reconstruction with significantly fewer
holes or missing regions.
network much more robust to local lighting variations
(denoted as Photometric + G in Table 1).
• Robust: Our best model, which combines both the first
order gradient consistency loss and the top-K view ag-
gregation scheme.
To place our results in context, in addition to the unsuper-
vised photometric setting, we compare our models against
two classical methods (Furukawa et. al. and Tola et al.)
[5, 33] , and two more recent deep learning methods that
are fully-supervised, SurfaceNet [19] and MVSNet [36]. To
the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any other ex-
isting deep-learning based models that learn this task in an
unsupervised manner.
We find that for our model, the one with the robust loss,
significantly outperforms the variants without it across all
metrics. In order to characterize the performance of our
model, we further compute the percentage metrics for dis-
tance thresholds up to 10mm and report the f-score plot in
Figure 7. As reported in Table 1, while our model strug-
gles at a high resolution (< 1mm), we outperform all other
methods (except the fully-supervised MVSNet model) on
increasing resolutions. This indicates that while some clas-
sical methods are more accurate compared to ours in very
low thresholds, our approach produces fewer outliers. The
quantitative results from Table 1 and qualitative visualiza-
tions of the errors in Figure 5 show that our robust model
leads to higher quality reconstructions. Figure 8 shows su-
perior performance of our model in low-texture regions.
4.2. Ablation studies
This section analyzes the influence of several design
choices involved in our system, and further highlights the
importance of the robust losses in our training setup.
Top-K Selection Frequency. In order to characterize the
top-K choice selection, we visualize the frequency with
which pixels from different views are selected for photo-
consistency. We run the trained model on the training and
validation datasets for 50 iterations and store frequency
counts of top-K operations which are shown in Figure 6.
We can observe two things: 1) A view’s selection frequency
is directly proportional to its view selection score. This
validates that the view-selection criterion used for pick-
ing image sets for training corresponds directly to photo-
consistency, 2) More than 50% of selections are from views
ranked lower than 2 which explains why adding the flexibil-
ity of accumulating evidence from additional images leads
to better performance.
Top-K Selection Threshold. We ablate the effect of vary-
ing K in our robust loss formulation. As can be seen from
Table 3, using K = 3 i.e. 50% of the non-reference images
has a substantially better validation accuracy. Note that for
validation, we use accuracies against the ground truth depth
maps. We report percentages of pixels where the absolute
difference in depth values is under 3%.
Impact of loss terms. We perform ablations to analyze the
different components of our robust photometric loss. Al-
though our models are trained in an unsupervised manner,
we use the ground truth depth maps of the validation set
of DTU to evaluate their performances. In particular, we
evaluate the methods on 3 metrics : 1) Absolute difference
between predicted and ground truth depths (in mm, lower
is better) 2) Percentage of predicted depths within 1mm of
ground truth (higher is better) 3) Percentage of predicted
depths within 3mm of ground truth. The detailed quantita-
tive results are provided in Table 2. We observe that both the
proposed modifications over the naive baseline yield signif-
icant improvements.
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Table 2: Ablation study of models with various combi-
nations of loss functions, in terms of validation accuracy
against ground truth depth maps of DTU MVS datasets.
B signifies the naive baseline photometric loss, as given in
eqn. 3. G is the first order gradient consistent loss. Our ro-
bust model is a combination of G, SSIM, Smooth and top-K
aggregation.
Loss used L1 error % < 1mm % < 3mm
B + SSIM 6.57 30.93 55.07
B + Smooth 5.92 42.52 63.05
B + Smooth
+ SSIM (our baseline) 4.98 49.37 72.92
G + Smooth + SSIM 5.33 61.92 77.29
G+Smooth+SSIM
w/ top k (our robust) 4.06 65.33 81.08
Table 3: Performance comparison as the K in our robust
photo-consistency loss varies. Results for using best 25%,
50% and 100% of warping losses per-pixel.
Method (M=6) K=1 K=3 K=6
Validation Accuracy (%) 75.59 81.08 77.99
4.3. Fine-tuning on ETH3D
We also test the effectiveness of the robust consistency
formulation as a means of fine-tuning pretrained models on
unseen datasets without available annotations. On the low-
res many view dataset of the ETH3D benchmark[30], we
compare results of a pretrained MVSNet model with one
that is fine-tuned on the train split of ETH3D. For fusion
of depth maps, we run Fusibile[6] with identical hyperpa-
rameters for each. The results in Table 4 demonstrate that
fine-tuning with our proposed loss, in the absence of avail-
able 3D ground truth annotations, improves performance.
Table 4: Effect of fine-tuning on the low-res many view
ETH3D dataset. All metrics are represented as (%) and
higher is better.
Method F1 score Accuracy Completeness
Pretrained MVSNet 16.91 17.51 19.59
Fine-tuned MVSNet 17.31 18.31 19.68
4.4. Generalization on Tanks and Temples
We perform an experiment to check the generalization
ability of our network. Since the network has explicitly
Figure 9: Generalization result of our robust model on the
Tanks and Temples[25] dataset. Without any finetuning, our
robust model provides reasonable reconstructions.
been trained to match image correspondences rather than
memorize scene priors, our hypothesis is that it should gen-
eralize well to completely unseen data. We select the Tanks
and Temples dataset for this purpose, which contains high-
res images of outdoor scenes of large objects. We use our
model trained on DTU on images from this dataset, with-
out any fine-tuning. We downscale the images to 832x512
resolution and use 256 depth intervals for the plane-sweep
volume. The results are visualized in Figure 9. More ex-
tensive results are provided in the supplemental. However,
we do note that the very high depth range of scenes in open-
world datasets like Tanks and Temples are not amenable to
the current deep architectures for MVS, as they all rely on
some sort of volume formulation. Thus to sample depths
at a finer resolution for higher quality reconstructions be-
comes extremely computationally expensive, and is perhaps
a promising direction for future work.
5. Discussion
We presented an unsupervised learning based approach
for multi-view stereopsis, and proposed robust photometric
losses to learn effectively in this setting. This is however,
only an initial attempt, and further efforts are required to
realize the potential of unsupervised methods for this task.
We are however optimistic, as an unsupervised approach is
more scalable as large amounts of training data can be more
easily acquired. In addition, as our experiments demon-
strated, these unsupervised methods can be used in conjunc-
tion with, and further allow us to improve over supervised
methods, thereby allowing us to leverage both, the bene-
fits of supervision along with the scalability of unsupervised
methods. Lastly, we also hope that the proposed robust pho-
tometric loss formulation would be more broadly applicable
for unsupervised 3D prediction approaches.
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Supplementary
5.1. Overview
In this document we provide additional quantitative
results, technical details and more qualitative examples
of the results on both DTU[18] and Tanks and Temples
dataset[25].
In Section 5.2, we present details of the model architec-
ture used for all our experiments. Section 5.3 describes the
mathematical formulation of the various loss terms used. In
Section 5.4 we show some elaborate quantitative results on
the DTU dataset and in Section 5.5 we visualize the quali-
tative output results for the remaining instances in the DTU
dataset. Higher resolution qualitative results on the Tanks
and Temples dataset are included in Section 5.6.
5.2. Model Architecture
We adapt the same network architecture as MVSNet[36]
to emphasize that our key contribution is the loss objective
used for training a standard network with sufficient capacity
for this task.
Every input image is first passed through a feature ex-
traction network having shared weights for all images. For
this network, we use use an 8-layer CNN having batch-
normalization and ReLU after every convolution operation
till the penultimate layer. The last layer produces a 32 chan-
nel downsized feature map for every image. Using the dif-
ferentiable homography formulation, the feature maps are
warped into different fronto-parallel planes of the reference
camera at 128 depth values to form one cost volume per
non-reference image. All such cost volumes are aggregated
into a single volume using a variance-based cost metric.
Note that MVSNet uses 256 depth values for the cost vol-
ume during training. Since this setup does not fit in our
12GB GPU memory, we use only 128 depth values. This
reduction does play a role in the output reconstruction qual-
ity, but we leave this optimization for future work since our
contributions hold nonetheless.
In order to refine the cost volume and incorporate smooth
variations of the depth values, we use a three layer 3D U-
Net. An initial estimate of the predicted depth map can
be obtained by performing a soft argmin operation along
the depth channel. Unlike the winner − take − all ap-
proach which requires the non-differentiable argmax op-
eration, such a soft aggregation of volumes allows for sub-
pixel accuracies while being amenable to training due to its
differentiability. Thus, in spite of the discretization of depth
value for constructing the cost volume, the resulting depth
map follows a continuous distribution.
The resulting probability distribution which the output
volume represents is likely to be containing outliers and
would not necessarily contain a single peak. To account
for this, a notion of depth estimate quality is established
wherein the quality of estimate at any pixel is defined to be
the sum of the probabilities over the four nearest depth hy-
potheses. This estimate is then filtered at a threshold of 0.8
and applied as a mask to the output volume. The predicted
depth map is then concatenated to the reference image and
passed through a four-layer CNN to output a depth residual
map. The final depth map is obtained by adding the resid-
ual map to the initial estimated depth map. For complete
details of the hyperparameters, we refer the reader to the
MVSNet[36] paper and it’s corresponding supplemental.
5.3. Loss functions
While minimizing the photometric consistency loss
obtained by view synthesis is our primary objective, we
make use of two additional ingredients in the loss objective
to improve model performance. We augment our robust
photometric loss with two additional losses, namely image-
patch level structured similarity loss and an image-aware
smoothness loss on the depth map’s gradients.
SSIM: We take cues from recent works[43, 9, 27] show-
ing the effectiveness of perceptual losses for evaluating the
quality of image predictions. Similarly, we also use the
structured similarity (SSIM) as a loss term for training. The
SSIM similarity betwen two image patches is given by :
SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + c1)(2σxy + c2)
(µ2x + µ
2
y + c1)(σx + σy + c2)
(7)
Here, µ and σ are the local mean and variance respectively.
We compute µx, µy , σx, σy using average pooling and set
c1 = 0.01
2 and c2 = 0.032. Since higher values of SSIM
are desirable, we minimize its distance to 1 which is the
highest attainable similarity value. The SSIM loss for an
image pair then becomes :
LSSIM =
∑
ij
[
1− SSIM(Iijs , ˆIijs )
]
M ijs (8)
Here, M ijs is a mask which excludes all pixels whose pro-
jections after inverse warping lie outside the source image.
As observed in [27], ignoring such regions improves depth
predictions around the boundaries. We apply the SSIM loss
only between the reference image and two nearest images
ranked by view selection score.
Depth Smoothness loss: In order to encourage
smoother gradient changes and allow sharp depth discontin-
ues at pixels corresponding to sharp changes in the image,
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it is important to regularize the depth estimates. Similar to
[27], we add an l1 penalty on the depth gradients.
LSmooth =
∑
ij
||∇xDij ||e−||∇xIij ||+||∇yDij ||e−||∇yIij ||
(9)
5.4. Quantitative Results
The DTU dataset’s evaluation script measures the re-
construction quality in terms of accuracy and complete-
ness while also reporting their median values and vari-
ances. We list these results for two classical (top), two
supervised learning based (bottom), and three unsuper-
vised learning (middle) methods in Table 5. As noted by
[36], SurfaceNet[19] used their own script for evaluation.
However, we use the released DTU evaluation benchmark
scheme for reporting results from all the methods.
Additionally, we show the comparison of two compo-
nents of the percentage metric, precision and recall, that
make up the f-score reported in the main paper, in Figure 10.
5.5. Qualitative Results
Qualitative results for the remaining 17 instances of the
DTU test set are presented in Figures 11, 12.
5.6. Tanks and Temples
We show qualitative results of our robust models on
scenes from the Intermediate set of the Tanks and Temples
dataset in Figure: 13. The model has not been finetuned on
the dataset but produces reasonable reconstructions demon-
strating the learned photo-consistency behavior.
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Ground truth Ours (Baseline) Ours (Robust) MVSNet 
(Supervised)
Ours (Baseline) Ours (Robust) MVSNet 
(Supervised)
Figure 11: Predictions for the remaining instances of the DTU test set. Left to right: a) Ground truth 3D scan, b) result with
baseline photo-loss, c) result with robust photo-loss, d) result using a supervised approach (MVSNet [36]), e-g) corresponding
error maps. For the error maps, points marked blue/green are masked out in evaluation. Magnitude of error is represented by
variation from white-red in increasing order. Best viewed in color.
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Ground truth Ours (Baseline) Ours (Robust) MVSNet 
(Supervised)
Ours (Baseline) Ours (Robust) MVSNet 
(Supervised)
Figure 12: Predictions for the remaining instances of the DTU test set. Left to right: a) Ground truth 3D scan, b) result with
baseline photo-loss, c) result with robust photo-loss, d) result using a supervised approach (MVSNet [36]), e-g) corresponding
error maps. For the error maps, points marked blue/green are masked out in evaluation. Magnitude of error is represented by
variation from white-red in increasing order. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 13: Generalization results of our robust model on the Tanks and Temples dataset without any finetuning. The results
shown are from the Intermediate level instances of the dataset. The scene names from top left to bottom right: Horse, M60,
Francis, Lighthouse, Panther, Train, Family. Best viewed in color.
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